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Join us Tuesday, July 1st at 6:00pm
at the Ira Nelson Horticultural Center
Days of scorching heat followed by days of wind and rain. Yep, we are definitely in South
Louisiana. Just as we have to adjust, so do our hibiscus. It is critical that we keep a close eye
on our babies this time of year. I know I tend to forget when it is pouring rain and have
standing water that not all of my hibiscus are being watered by nature. The wind that
accompanies these storms tend to dry the plants under cover quickly. It is critical that you
check your plants daily to ensure they have water, but aren’t standing in water. During the
scorching days, we seek relief from the sun and the heat. Don’t forget that your hibiscus feel
that heat as well and try to position your plants where they get relief from the sun for a
portion of the day. This is a good time to plan your watering strategy before the real heat
arrives in July and August. Take care of your babies. The reward of beautiful blooms is worth
the effort. See you Tuesday night! Ann

2014 AHS National Convention
Thanks to the participating MBAC members for their part in making the 2014 AHS National
Convention a very special event. From the moment people entered the doors of
the Hilton Hotel, to the Registration Desk and special Ditty Bags,
to the Hospitality Suite with the great food and drink and the
welcoming hospitality, to the excursions, the banquet décor,
auction items, and special gift drawings, this is one convention
people will be talking about for some time to come. I must admit
we have the Harry Goulding Chapter who will be hosting the 2015 convention
nervous. More pictures for your viewing pleasure at the end of the newsletter.

New AHS Officers
President – Jim Bridges
1st Vice President – Joanna Schimek
2nd Vice President – Damon Veach
Recording Secretary – Krista Matthews
Treasurer – Walter Bisselle

Executive Secretary – Marti Graves
Directors - Carolyn Cormier-Stoute
(Chairman) , Lillian Lopez-Farara, Wally
Neef, Fred Roush, Paul Felsberg, Ann
Peltier, Pat Merritt, and Brad Christian

Welcome to more New Members!
Mike Arton
Marion Crackower
Berniece Hanchey

Karen Hanchey
Todd & Janelle Alvis
Dottie & Bill Ziranski

Mark your calendar! The MBAC New Member Barbecue will be Sunday, July 27th
at the home of Buddy and Kathleen Short, 312 Vennard Avenue, Lafayette.
As customary, this event will replace our August Chapter Meeting.`
The chapter will furnish the barbecue and drinks.

Members will furnish the hors d’oeurves, side dishes, and desserts.
Plan to join in welcoming our new members and the fun!

Bloom Photo Contest
At the June meeting we added two more winning
photos to our 2015 Calendar, Mystic Splendor
submitted by Brad McManus and Moorea Rita
submitted by Ann Peltier.
I have included
Sandra Theall’s winning photo from the May
meeting.

Happy Birthday!!

Doug Trahan
Barbara Messina
Join in the fun by bringing your 4x6 bloom
photos to the meeting.
Each member can enter
two photos in the
monthly contests. It
does not have to be a
recent
photo,
but
strive to enter photos
where bloom colors and
form are true to the
bloom standard. Keep in mind that the entire
photo is being judged, so try to enter photos

Carolyn Cormier-Stoute
Lorraine Kizziar
Bera Smith
Jim Faulk
where the background enhances the bloom.
Reminder! Winning photos should be emailed to
Ann (ann@acadianahibiscus.com) as soon as
possible after the meeting.

Upcoming Events
MBAC New Member Barbecue - July 27th
MBAC Chapter Meeting – September 2nd
MBAC Chapter Meeting – October 7th
MBAC Chapter Meeting – November 4th

Buddy’s Blooms and Things
This past week the American Hibiscus Society lost one of the finest hybridizers the world has ever
known. His name was Barry Schlueter. In my younger hibiscus years Barry became my private
resource for much of the information I share today. He knew so much and was willing to share even
with a novice like me. I was lucky to have made that contact. As I got more involved in this
unbelievable hobby of raising tropical hibiscus flowers eventually I decided I would try my hand at
Barry's specialty, HYBRIDIZING or the cross pollinating process. Imagine my excitement when I was
approached by "the man himself" asking ME for my thoughts on hybridizing even in the hotter months.
I was sooooo complimented. The following is the final product of our interview. He sure made me
proud. Rest in peace my friend.........................

Buddy’s Hibiscus Story
By Barry Schlueter
Buddy Short is a Louisiana hibiscus enthusiast whose year-round approach to hybridizing deserves attention, so
I conducted this email interview with him. Thanks to Buddy for being willing to share his story.
Q Buddy, how and when did you first get interested in exotic hibiscus?
A Amazingly enough I know exactly when that was. I've always been a yard guy so one day my wife suggested
we go to a hibiscus show that was coming in June of 2000. At the time I collected Daylilies. I loved the bloom
of the Daylily but I didn't like the flowering season because it was so short. I had a few garden variety hibiscus
in pots around the pool and they seemed to love their environment and bloomed continuously. Obviously I liked
that. Selling me on going to the show was easy but I admit, I had no clue what I was going to see. When I
walked through the door to the show and saw 400 blooms my reaction was predictable. I was in total shock at
the beauty on display.
Q What appeals to you about hybridizing them?
A I actually did some hybridizing with my daylilies so the process was not totally foreign to me. Color
coordinating clothes was always something I did naturally so the dream of two blooms combined to form a "one
of a kind" creation simply fascinated me. I would look at two blooms and try to imagine what they might create.
That interest is still the same today. I just know my blooms better now than when I first got started.
Q When did you begin making crosses?

A I can't remember exactly but I'm guessing 2002. What's interesting to me is that I thought EVERYONE in
our chapter hybridized. I remember suggesting to our chapter president that we should have every member turn
in the names of their crosses so that we could all enjoy "the dream". I remember him looking at me with that
blank look and saying that there were only 3 members in our group that hybridized and I was one of the 3. I just
shook my head.
Q Was the AHS Handbook useful to you in learning to breed Hibiscus?
A Sure, I read the chapter on hybridizing in the Handbook and it was very helpful. I also asked continuing
questions of individuals (you included) and looked at other websites. I still go to some of those websites. To me,
Joe Ludick's was one of the best. I printed out many of those pages and actually made a scrapbook that I still
have. The pictures in the Handbook of the two parents and their offspring were addictive. I thought, "I can do
that and it would be fun!"
Q You asked me a few questions when you were beginning; what other sources of information helped you?
A The yahoo group list (THML) has been a great resource also. I certainly don't mind asking a question and
everyone has been very forthright in sharing information As I learned who amongst the THML group was a
hybridizer I would, and still do, ask individual questions of yourself, Bob Carran, Curt Sinclair, Bobby Dupont,
Joe Ludick, Sonny Stollings, Constantino Garcia, Dick Johnson, etc.
Q How is your hybridizing procedure different from common practices, as far as you know?
A I see two differences. Firstly, I hybridize throughout the year. I never stop. I read all the information about
temperature but I didn't listen because I liked doing it. To me, it was like someone telling me not to go hit golf
balls because it was too hot. I went anyway and still do. Today, any day I see two blooms of interest I pollinate
with a slight modification in procedure. Here's the second point and to me most important. If I pollinate a bloom
in the hotter times of the year, I will pay close attention to where that plant is located in my yard. I'm out early
in the morning every day (probably about 6) I can see what should bloom today. If those plants are located in a
hot part of my yard I'll move the mother plant so that it doesn't get that blistering sun. I'll probably snip the
male or pollen provider and bring that bloom into my storeroom. The pollen seems to open better in that
storeroom environment. Once the pollen is golden then it's "show time". I will make sure that the mother plant
is either in total shade or the bloom is facing in the opposite direction of the sun or shielded by other plants. I
don't want the sun beating down on the stigma pads and drying them out. There are also many occasions were I
will bring the mother plant into the protected confines of my storeroom. The temperature inside is certainly
different from outside. I may leave the mother plant inside until I see if the cross has taken or not.
Q What made you decide to keep making crosses all during hot weather, when most of us stop?
A Barry, my dream didn't stop because the temperature got over 85 degrees. I just kept doing it. I believe the
main thing I eventually learned was what blooms were more receptive and which weren't. Today that's exactly
my approach. Give me two blooms that have provided me with success in the past, some fresh pollen, and I'll
give them a try. If it turned out to be a total waste of time then it was my time and I really don't care. I'm having
fun and that's all that matters to me. After all, this is a hobby and enjoyment is what it's all about.
Q How successful has your hot weather hybridizing been, as far as numbers of takes and numbers of seeds per
pods?
A I'm purely an amateur at this so "percentages" have never been my concern. If I see a pod dangling I get
excited, especially when I look at the cross. It may turn out to be nothing but my imagination still runs. Here it
is the end of June with temperatures at 100 degrees and the book and most experts would tell me I should have

quit a long time ago. But if I have any viable pollen today I'll spread it around on a couple of possible mothers.
Who knows; I might get one great seedling out of my efforts. The good news is, I'll probably get more than one.
Q Would you recommend this procedure to other beginning hybridizers?
A Probably not for the beginner. Success, patience, and commitment will definitely be key factors to someone's
long term success. Those were never issues for me but could be for someone else. I would say start slowly,
learn your plants, ask many questions, and keep doing it. All of those will give you the best possible opportunity
for success. Early success for most people will ultimately determine whether they will continue or not. If all else
fails you can always get some seeds from the Seed Bank or you can buy some.
Q About how many of your own seedlings do you have growing now?
A I don't have an accurate number because I'm always planting something. If I had to guess I'd say about 500+
with another 100 plus little seedlings in my storeroom just popped out. But I still have seeds to plant and seed
pods to harvest.
Q About how many are old enough to have bloomed for you?
A Again a guess, probably about 200 are old enough to see blooms with another 300 getting close. Should be an
exciting early fall for ole Buddy.
Q About what percent of them are you keeping and naming so far, as opposed to giving them away or
composting them?
A I probably name about 10%, maybe more. When you have grandchildren they name everything. That's fine
with me and I have the space to keep them if I want to. I give away many and never compost a plant. Never!
That bloom is pretty to someone. I just have to find the person. That's been very easy especially when you tell
them they can name it if they want to. That part is magic! Some I have planted in the ground like a garden
variety. If it doesn't make it through the winter, I'll just enjoy it while it's here.
Q Are there any tools or hardware or computer software you consider important for beginners?
A I haven't gotten very sophisticated in my approach. I still use a spiral notebook as my stud book and probably
won't change that. It's easy to handle and I can do it in my storeroom amongst my plants instead of coming
inside to enter something on the computer.
Q Any other advice you wish to give to new hybridizers?
A before you begin you need to understand the basics of the process and the timetable involved. Patience will
ultimately be the key. Are you willing to wait, in many cases, 18 months or longer before you see a bloom? If
so, identify a few individuals out there you can ask a few questions. Learn your blooms and those that could
give you the best chances for success. Learn from other hybridizers what hibiscus varieties have worked best for
them. Not all varieties are good parents. If you create something special, propagate it IMMEDIATELY. Don't
wait! This has been my worst nightmare but I'm getting better. My closing comment would be, "Understand the
process and then, Try it!" Remember that every flower you admire today started exactly this way. You never
know when you might create the next "Hibiscus of the Year."
Good blooming everyone…………………….Buddy

For your viewing pleasure, convention pics….

MBAC Officers
President ~ Ann Peltier ~ 337-781-4992 ~ ann@acadianahibiscus.com
Vice President ~ Jennie Marcantel ~ 337-824-5602 ~ bluesbabyj@hotmail.com
Secretary ~ Jay Ruffin ~ 337-258-8719 ~ jbruffin@bellsouth.net
Treasurer ~ Buddy Short ~ 337-278-0946 ~ buddy@shortfinancialgroup.com

